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??? ?134?? 237301?? 1910??




?135?? 1??? 1152?? 1911??
8? R.??? ??????????????????? ?135?? 1??? 153257?? 1911??
9? R.???? ??????????????????14??? 18???? 270??????????
????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
?????? ?135?? 2??? 1911??
10? M.????????? ??????????????????????????????????
??? ?135?? 3??? 179?? 1912??
11? K.??? ????? ??????????????????? ?135?? 3??? 81181?? 1912
??
12? M.????? ?????????????????????????????:?????????
????????? ?135?? 3??? 183389?? 1912??
13? E.???? ???????????????????????????????????????
???? ?135?? 4??? 1912??
14? R.??????? ??????????????? ?153?? 1130?? 1915??
15? F.???? ?????????????????????????????? ?153?? 131218??
1915??
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